
labours of roving evangelists like D.T. MacKay of Tiree and Duncan

Campbell of the Faith Mission.

Dr MacDonald’s somewhat homiletical concluding retrospect is

largely taken up with an explanation of the distinctiveness of Free

Church worship which, of course, neither was nor is confined to

Glasgow. He appears to conclude that the survival of a Highland

tradition within Glasgow’s churches is necessarily linked to the

Authorised Version of the Bible and the continuing use of the

Metrical Psalms. In the longer perspective of church history, it is well

to remember that both of these were controversial innovations in their

time. What the sadly depleted remnants of Glasgow’s Gaelic

congregations have perhaps more urgently to conside is how a

“ghetto” mindset can be changed, and a relevant Christian witness

maintained, when the ghetto walls have crumbled and Glasgow’s

Highlanders have become much more completely absorbed in their

urban and suburban communities. Dr MacDonald’s fascinating little

volume is a valuable introduction to an important part of the Glasgow

Highland experience, and points to numerous avenues for further

detailed research.

Kenneth D. MacDonald

University of Glasgow

Her Majesty’s Historiographer Gordon Donaldson 1931-1993. A
Portrait By James Kirk. Edinburgh: Scottish Academic Press, 1996.

Pp. viii + 291. £25.00. ISBN 0 7073 10726 0.

Dr James Kirk has placed us all in his debt by providing this portrait

of one whom he rightly describes as “possibly the most prolific and

influential of Scottish historians that the twentieth century has

produced”. It is a well rounded portrait and not without surprises even
for those who thought they knew Professor Donaldson fairly well. Yet
this very Edinburgh man actually thought of settling in London and
would have done so had he found a job there. It is equally astonishing

that the Scottsh Record Office failed to appoint him on his first

applying for a post as a second class clerk. This omission was made
good on the unexpected resignation of Dr Annie Cameron on her
marriage in 1938.
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Donaldson was on the staff of the Record office until 1947 but for

part of the war years he was an archivist in exile along with much of

the records at Morenish Lodge near Killin. For him to live and indeed

to sleep surrounded by the records was “an inestimable privilege”. He
claimed to have handled all 7000 volumes of the records lodged at

Morenish and thereby gained a greater knowledge of them than

anyone since has acquired.

His appointment to a lectureship in Scottish History at the

Uniersity of Edinburgh was modestly attributed by Donaldson to the

extraordinary scarcity at that time of people with any qualifications in

the subject. It was to be his life’s work to change that. He later

claimed that the University of Glasgow had turned him down for a job

on three occasions and so he remained for the next thirty-two years in

the service of the University of Edinburgh where in 1963 he

succeeded William Croft Dickinson in the Sir William Fraser Chair of

Scottish History and Palaeography.

One of the Glasgow posts to which Donaldson was not appointed

was the Chair of Ecclesiastical History. In 1976 the University of

Aberdeen missed an opportunity by awarding him the honorary

degree of D.Litt. rather than D.D. But the Scottish Church History

Society had the good sense to call him to its presidency in 1964. He

had previously served as one of the last presidents of the Scottish

Ecclesiological Society. It was a meeting of that Society (in

Glasgow!) that this reviewer first heard him lecture, a pleasure that he

was glad to repeat on many occasions both on land and at sea.

Donaldson was not only a meticulous scholar. He was also

accessible. He was an excellent lecturer and was much appreciated by

those who cruised with the National Trust for Scotland on the

Uganda. He was also ready to respond to requests for historical

information. This reviewer gratefully recalls how he replied to a query

whether King David I might properly be described as “S. David” on a

stained glass window proposed for Glasgow Cathedral. On his advice

the cartoon was amended to King David. But the “Sair Sanct” is

depicted as “S. David” in St Margaret’s Church, Barnhill, in Broughty

Ferry.

For Donaldson man was also churchman and Dr Kirk does full

justice to this side of his subject. Raised as Presbyterian, Donaldson
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was confirmed in the Scottish Episcopal Church in 1943 and was later

licensed as a lay reader in the diocese of Aberdeen and Orkney. One

of his first major works was The Making of the Scottish Prayer Book

of 1637 (Edinburgh, 1954) and he remained very attached to the

traditional Prayer Book. He was equally critical of the Scottish

Liturgy of 1982 which he denounced as “an illogical mixter-maxter of

the traditional and the banal”. As a preacher he not surprisingly

tended towards the historical but he was also able to use homely

illustrations. He suggested that life was rather like a haggis. Most

recognise the finished article as good to eat, even though the

ingredients in its making may be unattractive; so too with life - the

whole is good though one cannot say the same of all the parts.

Donaldson’s 1957-8 Birkbeck Lectures at Trinity College,

Cambridge, later published as The Scottish Reformation (Cambridge,

1960) were hailed as “revolutionary” and “epoch-making”. But he

himself complained that reviewers saw the book as more important

than the author did. Those who praised the book as a classic or as

original merely disclosed their own ignorance. Dr Kirk’s judicious

comment: “the real novelty lay in his marshalling of source material,

expecially on ecclesiastical administration, which had largely eluded

earlier writers” (p.98). A special session of the General Assembly to

commemorate the Quater-centenary of the Scottish Reformation was
attended by the sovereign (for the first time since 1601) in October

1960, so Donaldson’s view that the year 1560 was not very important

was bound to be controversial and he was attacked both by the

minister of St Giles’ and the rector of Old St Paul’s Episcopal

Church. But Donaldson firmly believed that “spokesmen of all

denominations are apt to talk nonsense when they pronounce on
historical matters”. To the end of his life he attempted to put them
right.

This is an affectionate portrait of a man who was a historian rather

than a critical assessment. The time for that will come later. Dr Kirk
has done much to make that possible and deserves our grateful thanks.

Henry R. Sefton

University ofAberdeen
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